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■ Abstract Transport spectroscopy, a technique based on current-voltage measurements of individual nanostructures in a three-terminal transistor geometry, has emerged
as a powerful new tool to investigate the electronic properties of chemically derived
nanostructures. In this review, we discuss the utility of this approach using the recent
studies of single-nanotube transistors as an example. Specifically, we discuss how transport measurements can be used to gain detailed insight into the electronic motion in
metallic single-walled carbon nanotubes in several distinct regimes, depending on the
coupling strength of the contacts to the nanotubes. Measurements of nanotube devices
in these different conductance regimes have enabled a detailed analysis of the transport
properties, including the experimental determination of all Hartree-Fock parameters
that govern the electronic structure of metallic nanotubes and the demonstration of
Fabry-Perot resonators based on the interference of electron waves.

INTRODUCTION
Optical spectroscopy has long served as the experimental tool of choice for investigating electronic and nuclear motions in atoms and molecules. In optical
spectroscopy, the interaction between light and matter causes transitions between
quantum states, and series of well-resolved spectral features are recorded as a function of the wavelength of light. The positions, intensities, and widths of the observed
spectral features provide detailed information concerning the dynamics of electrons
and nuclei in atoms and molecules. Optical spectroscopy has also been applied
successfully to chemically derived nanostructures, such as nanocrystals (1–3),
nanowires (4, 5), and carbon nanotubes (6, 7), providing insight into the effects of
quantum confinement on the electronic properties of these nanostructures.
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Over the last decade, a new type of spectroscopy based on electron transport measurements, often termed transport spectroscopy, has emerged as a powerful tool for investigating electronic motions in chemical nanostructures. Originally developed for lithographically-defined quantum dots (8), transport spectroscopy is based on current-voltage measurements of a three-terminal transistorlike device in which a single chemical nanostructure bridges two electrodes, and
a third gate electrode couples electrostatically to the nanostructure. The electronic conduction through such devices at sufficiently low temperatures is dictated
by single-electron charging and energy level quantization (9). Plots of current
as a function of bias voltage exhibit features that provide detailed information
on quantum-level structures in chemical nanostructures that complements optical
spectroscopy.
To date, transport spectroscopy has been carried out for a variety of chemical nanostructures, including molecules (10–14), nanocrystals (15–19), nanowires
(20, 21), and single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) (22–34). Among these
chemical nanostructures, SWNTs have served as a model system for transport
studies. In addition to the radial electron confinement provided by their small diameter (35–38), the finite length of nanotubes serves to axially confine electrons.
Hence, at sufficiently low temperatures, nanotubes act as one-dimensional quantum dots whose electronic properties can be probed via transport measurements.
In this review, we discuss recent experiments involving metallic SWNTs that
demonstrate the power of transport spectroscopy. First, we review measurements
in which the tunnel coupling between SWNTs and metallic electrodes is weak
(22–25). The strength of the coupling between a SWNT and the attached electrodes
is quantified by comparing the gate-voltage-averaged conductance (Gavg ) of the
nanotube device to the conductance quantum G0 = e2 /h [the value of e2 /h is
38.8◦ µS or (25.8 k)−1 ]. When Gavg  G0 , SWNT devices exhibit Coulomb
blockade phenomena, and the study of their I–V behavior provides evidence for
energy-level quantization (22, 23) and spin filling (24, 25). As Gavg approaches G0 ,
additional transport features start to appear owing to the occurrence of higher-order
tunneling phenomena, including Kondo resonance (28, 32), inelastic cotunneling
(28, 32, 39), and a striking four-electron periodicity in electron addition energy
(32). The behavior of devices in this regime can be described by a shell-filling
model that takes into account the two subbands present in nanotubes as well as
the direct and exchange Coulomb interaction between the electrons, and allows
for determination of all the Hartree-Fock parameters of nanotubes from the transport data alone (32). Finally, when Gavg  G0 , the Coulomb blockade becomes
suppressed and finite-length SWNTs act as resonant cavities for electron waves
(30, 31, 33). The resulting devices exhibit conductance oscillations as the Fermi
wavelength of the electrons is tuned by varying the gate voltage, thereby demonstrating ballistic and phase-coherent electron transport in nanotubes (30, 31, 33).
Combined together, the transport measurements of nanotube devices as a function
of Gavg provide detailed insight into the electronic motion within SWNTs that is
difficult to obtain through conventional optical spectroscopy.
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NANOTUBE GROWTH AND DEVICE FABRICATION
Transport spectroscopic investigation of SWNTs requires the fabrication of threeterminal devices, in which individual SWNTs function as the transistor channels.
Because SWNTs can have lengths exceeding tens of microns, the device fabrication can be performed in a rather straightforward manner using either optical or
electron-beam lithography, as illustrated in Figure 1 (see color insert). Here we
briefly describe the device fabrication procedure (29, 30, 32, 40). Substrates for
isolated nanotube growth are prepared from degenerately doped silicon wafers
capped with a 1 µm SiO2 layer. A small piece of the wafer is dipped into a solution containing 22 mg Fe(NO3 )3 · 9H2 O in 135 mL isopropanol, and then rinsed in
hexane and dried. The wafer is placed in a quartz boat inside a 1-inch quartz tube
furnace equipped with argon, hydrogen, and ethlyene gas sources. The furnace
is purged by flowing 600 SCCM argon, 400 SCCM hydrogen, and 0.5 SCCM
C2 H4 for 5 minutes. The ethylene flow is reduced to zero, and the furnace is
heated under argon and hydrogen to the reaction temperature (700◦ C–800◦ C) in
20 minutes. Nanotubes are grown by turning on the ethylene flow at 0.5 SCCM for
∼6 minutes. Once the nanotube growth is complete, the furnace cools under argon.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
studies indicate that this growth procedure results in predominantly individual
SWNTs with diameter ∼1–3 nm; small numbers of multiwalled nanotubes are of
diameter greater than 2 nm.
After the growth process, the wafers are inspected by AFM to identify wafers
with a suitable density of isolated SWNTs. A resist bilayer of PMMA-MMA
is then spun on the appropriate wafers, and alignment marks are defined using
electron-beam lithography, followed by evaporation of chromium (Cr: 35 Å thick)
and gold (Au: 500 Å thick). The remaining resist and unwanted metal are removed
by lift-off in acetone. A thin layer of resist residue that typically remains after
this procedure is then removed by heating the wafers to 250◦ C in flowing oxygen
for 20 minutes. The wafers are inspected using an AFM to locate suitable ∼1-nm
diameter isolated SWNTs relative to the alignment marks, as shown in Figure 1a.
Once the positions of ∼12 such nanotubes are located, another resist bilayer is
spun onto the wafers and the electrodes are defined by electron-beam lithography,
followed by evaporation of Cr and Au. Figure 1b shows an AFM image of a typical
device fabricated in this fashion.

TRANSPORT SPECTROSCOPY OF SINGLE-WALLED
CARBON NANOTUBES
Figure 2 (see color insert) shows the resulting device geometry, consisting of the
SWNT and the attached electrodes on the substrate. The degenerately doped substrate acts as a gate electrode, allowing the transport properties of the SWNTs to be
studied as a function of charge density. Both semiconducting and metallic SWNT
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devices have been characterized by transport measurements at room temperature.
Here we concentrate on metallic nanotube devices that have an approximately
gate-voltage-independent conductance (35–38). Panels in Figure 2 present plots
of differential conductance (dI/dV) as a function of source-drain bias voltage (V)
and gate voltage (Vg ) obtained from six representative devices at a temperature of
1.5 K. The bar graphs to the right of the dI/dV data show Gavg for each device.
We have explored devices with a wide spectrum of conductance, from Gavg ∼
0.01 e2 /h, corresponding to weak tunnel coupling, to Gavg ∼ 3 e2 /h, corresponding to strong coupling.

DEVICES WITH WEAK TUNNEL COUPLING:
COULOMB BLOCKADE
Figure 3a (see color insert) shows an enlarged dI/dV-V-Vg plot of the data shown in
the first panel in Figure 2, obtained from a device with Gavg  G0 . It clearly shows
diamond-shaped conductance-gap regions in the V-Vg plane where the current
flowing through the nanotube is essentially zero. This behavior is characteristic of
Coulomb blockade phenomena (8, 9). For the devices with Gavg  G0 , the charge
on the nanotube quantum dot is a good quantum number, and current flow must
occur via single-electron charging and discharging events. Within the conductancegap regions, fluctuations in the number of electrons on the dot are suppressed
owing to the energy cost of changing the charge state of the dot by one electron.
The conductance gap is a thus a direct manifestation of charge discreteness.
In the Coulomb blockade regime, the equilibrium charge on the nanotube quantum dot is the integer number that minimizes the total energy of the system. At the
gate voltages where two successive charge states become energetically degenerate,
current flow becomes possible for arbitrarily small V, leading to the peak in dI/dV
at zero bias. As the gate voltage is increased through each conductance peak, the
number of electrons that are energetically stable increases by one. Each successive
conductance-gap region thus corresponds to a different charge state of a nanotube
quantum dot.
The above considerations are illustrated schematically in the panels included
in Figure 3. These diagrams depict discrete quantum levels within the nanotube
quantum dot, the Fermi level of the two electrodes, and the tunnel barriers isolating
the nanotube. The filled discrete states in the dot are separated from the empty
states by an energy gap of magnitude Emax = e2 /C + E, where C is the total
capacitance of the nanotube quantum dot and E is the quantum level spacing.
The first term, which is known as the charging energy, arises from the electrostatic
energy required to add an extra electron to the dot. At the point marked with a gray
circle in Figure 3, the Fermi level lies between filled and empty quantum levels,
and there is insufficient energy to change the number of electrons on the nanotube
quantum dot at zero bias and temperature. Therefore the conductance is essentially
zero in this situation.
The electrochemical potential of the nanotube can be tuned relative to the
Fermi level of the electrodes using the gate voltage. When an energy level of the
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nanotube quantum dot is aligned with those of the electrodes, the energy cost
for changing the number of electrons on the dot is zero, and transport can occur
by electrons hopping on and off the nanotube. This corresponds to the vertices
where two conductance-gap regions meet. When a large enough bias voltage is
applied and the electron has sufficient energy to overcome the gap, current starts
to flow owing to resonant tunneling through the ground state of the nanotube
quantum dot, leading to a stepwise increase in current or a peak in dI/dV. This
situation is indicated by the blue circle in Figure 3. When even higher voltage is
applied, excited quantum levels become accessible for electron transport, leading
to additional peaks in dI/dV, as indicated by the red circle in Figure 3. The voltage
positions of these peaks shift linearly with Vg owing to the changing electrostatic
potential of the nanotube. The positions of these dI/dV peaks (or more precisely
the voltage values at which these peaks meet the conductance-gap region) therefore
provide the energy level spacing between discrete quantum levels of the nanotube
quantum dot. In summary, although the gap regions arise primarily from charge
discreteness and Coulomb repulsion, the features outside the gap reflect the discrete
quantum states arising from the finite size of the nanotube.
Through a detailed analysis of the transport data, both the charging energy
e2 /C and the mean level spacing E can be directly measured for a given nanotube
quantum dot (22, 23). Typically, it is found that the ratio (e2/C) /E ∼ 6 for metallic
SWNTs, independent of their length, with E ∼ 1 meV for a 1-µm-long nanotube.
The magnitude of e2 /C and E can be estimated using elementary electrostatics
and the band structure of nanotubes, respectively. These estimates agree with the
observed value of (e2/C)/E, with both e2/C and E scaling inversely with length
yielding a length-independent ratio. The agreement between experimental results
and these estimates demonstrates explicitly the one-dimensional nature of the
electronic states in metallic SWNTs (22, 23).

DEVICES WITH INTERMEDIATE TUNNEL COUPLING:
ELECTRONIC SHELL FILLING
As the Gavg increases, nanotube devices start to exhibit new conductance features
that were absent in the devices with weak tunnel coupling, as shown in the middle
panels of Figure 2. Figure 4 (see color insert) shows a plot of dI/dV at V = 0 (linear
response conductance) as a function of Vg obtained from a representative nanotube
device with Gavg ∼ e2 /h. The well-defined conductance peaks in Figure 4 denote
the addition of single electrons to the nanotube quantum dot as the dot’s electrostatic potential is tuned by varying Vg , as in the case of weak-coupling devices (9,
22, 23). Remarkably, the conductance peaks in Figure 4 form a repeating pattern
where the peaks appear in clusters of four, indicating that the electron addition to the
nanotube quantum dot exhibits a four-electron periodicity (32). This four-electron
periodicity is observed in nearly every nanotube device with Gavg ∼ 1–2 e2 /h,
demonstrating its robustness with respect to device-to-device variation.
Quantitative information about this electron addition pattern can be extracted
from two-dimensional dI/dV-V-Vg plots, such as those in Figure 5 (see color insert).
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Specifically, Figure 5 shows three small conductance-gap regions, labeled 1, 2, and
3, followed by a large conductance-gap region labeled 4. This conductance-gap
pattern repeats over a large Vg range corresponding to the addition of more than
20 electrons. The energy µ(N ) associated with the addition of the N-th electron
to a nanotube dot can be obtained by measuring the bias voltage at the upper
and lower vertices of the diamond-shaped conductance-gap region (9). Denoting
the corresponding V values for each region by V1−4 , the addition energies for the
first three electrons are eV1−3 ∼ 4 meV, whereas that for the fourth electron is
eV4 ∼ 8 meV.
The dark horizontal lines in Figure 5, which correspond to the dI/dV peaks with
Vg -independent bias voltage positions, are additional transport characteristics that
are universally observed in nanotube devices with Gavg ∼ 1–2 e2 /h. In regions 1
and 3, these dark lines always appear at V = 0, whereas they appear at nonzero bias
voltages in region 4. In region 2, the V positions of the dark lines vary, depending
on the specific four-electron cluster under consideration.
The dI/dV features appearing at V = 0 are a signature of the Kondo resonance
observed previously in lithographically defined quantum dots (41–46) and nanotube bundles (28). Kondo resonance is a many-electron phenomenon that results
from the exchange interaction between a localized spin and the conduction electrons in the metallic electrodes (41, 42), and it appears when the electronic state of
a quantum dot has nonzero spin (S). The appearance of Kondo resonances within
regions 1 and 3 therefore indicates that the corresponding electronic ground states
have S > 0. The intermittent appearance of a Kondo resonance in region 2 suggests
that the ground state S value in that region varies with the number of electrons on
the nanotube quantum dot.
The Vg -independent dI/dV features at nonzero bias in Figure 5 suggest, on the
other hand, the occurrence of high-order tunneling processes where one electron
enters the nanotube while another electron simultaneously exits the nanotube,
leaving the nanotube dot in an excited state (28, 32, 39). In this inelastic cotunneling
process, the bias voltage Vin supplies the excitation energy. Because this excitation
does not involve a change in the charge state of the dot, the associated feature in
dI/dV is independent of Vg , and the value eVin provides a direct measure of the
excited state energy. Upon application of a magnetic field, the horizontal features
in region 2 shift in their V position and merge into one horizontal line at V = 0,
suggesting a close connection between inelastic cotunneling and Kondo resonance
(28, 32, 45, 47). The horizontal features in region 4, which are far removed from
V = 0, exhibit a broadening of their widths under a magnetic field.
All these observations, including the four-electron periodicity, Kondo resonance, and inelastic cotunneling, can be explained in a unified fashion using a
shell-filling model that incorporates the band structure of metallic SWNTs as well
as the exchange and Coulomb interactions between electrons (48–51). Previous
theoretical (52, 53) and experimental (22, 23, 25, 28, 53–57) studies have shown
that the electronic properties of metallic SWNTs are determined by two spindegenerate subbands with linear dispersion, as shown schematically in the inset
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Figure 6 Values of U, J, δU, and δ normalized to  that are extracted from a nanotube
device with a length of 200 nm. Each shape indicates values obtained from a different
four-electron cluster. The inset shows the single-particle-level structure appropriate for
a nanotube quantum dot.

of Figure 6 (30, 32, 52). In the simplest picture of a nanotube quantum dot, the
quantization of these two subbands leads to two sets of spin-degenerate electronic
levels with a mean spacing  within each set. The energy mismatch between these
two sets of electronic levels can be represented by δ (δ ≤ /2), as shown in the
inset of Figure 6.
This picture can be further refined by including the Coulomb and exchange
interactions, represented by three mean field parameters within the Hartree-Fock
approximation: the charging energy U that accounts for the long-range Coulomb
repulsion between electrons, the exchange energy J that favors spin alignment,
and the excess Coulomb energy δU to put two electrons into a single level (48).
With these parameters, the Hamiltonian of the nanotube quantum dot can be written
as (48)



Q dot − Q ext 2
1
H =
εlµ n lµσ + U
2
e
µ,σ,l


+ δU
n lµ↑ n lµ↓ + J
Nµ↑ Nµ ↓ .
1.
µ,l

µ,µ

Here εlµ = l + (µ − 1)δ is the energy of the L-th quantum level originating
from the µ-th subband (µ = 1, 2), Qdot is the excess charge on the nanotube, Qext
is the gate-induced charge on the dot, nlµσ is the number operator for the L-th level
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with spin σ in the µ-th subband, and Nµσ is the total number of electrons with
spin σ in the µ-th subband. Within this model, the five energy parameters, , δ,
U, J, and δU, completely determine the energies of all the possible spin-electronic
configurations of a nanotube quantum dot (48).
This shell-filling model with two sets of spin-degenerate electronic levels provides a natural framework for the four-electron periodicity observed in Figures 4
and 5. Moreover, the shell-filling model explains the ground state spin configurations observed in Figure 5 as well. Assuming that J and δU are small compared
to , two independent spin-filling schemes are possible in the model. In the first
scenario, appropriate for J + δU < δ, two electrons of opposite spin fill each
spin-degenerate level before filling higher energy levels, producing the sequence
of ground state spins S = 1/2, S = 0, S = 1/2, and S = 0. In the second scenario, in which J + δU > δ, the ground state for two electrons is a spin triplet,
and the sequence of ground state spins becomes S = 1/2, S = 1, S = 1/2,
and S = 0. As discussed previously, Figure 5 shows that the ground states of a
nanotube quantum dot in regions 1 and 3 are spin degenerate, whereas the electronic state in region 2 can be spin singlet or multiplet depending on the exact
electron numbers. The experimental observation is therefore consistent with the
spin-filling schemes outlined above, and indicates that both spin-filling scenarios
are realized in a nanotube quantum dot. Moreover, the excited states responsible
for the inelastic cotunneling features in region 2 and 4 can be accounted for by the
triplet states, in a manner consistent with experimentally observed magnetic-field
dependence.
The analysis of the experimental data further allows the quantitative determination of , δ, U, J, and δU. This task is accomplished by equating the theoretically
determined energies with their experimentally measured values and solving the
resulting set of equations. In this analysis,  can be fixed using the experimentally
determined nanotube length (L) as  = hvF /2L, where h is Plank’s constant and
vF is the Fermi velocity (23, 30).
Values of the energy parameters obtained from our analysis are presented in
Figure 6. Here, the parameter values determined from five distinct four-electron
periods of the same nanotube device remain approximately constant, although
they do fluctuate as the electron number on the quantum dot is varied. These small
fluctuations, which may be caused by disorder, account for the experimentally
observed variation in ground state S value in region 2 with the electron number.
The averaged parameter values, normalized to  = hvF /2L = 8.4 meV, are given
by U/ = 0.26, J/ = 0.12, δU/ = 0.04, and δ/ = 0.27. Similar values
for J/ ∼ 0.1–0.2 and δU/ ∼ 0.05–0.1 were found from other nanotube devices
with Gavg ∼ 1–2 e2 /h as well, as shown in Figure 6. These values for J and δU
compare favorably with the theoretically predicted values for metallic armchair
nanotubes of J/ = 0.22 and δU/ = 0.11 (48).
It is noteworthy that the value of U/ ∼ 0.26 determined from our analysis is an order of magnitude smaller than what is typically observed in nanotube
dots with Gavg  e2 /h. This small value of U is consistent with previous transport
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studies on semiconductor quantum dots with high conductance (58), and it plays a
critical role for the clear observation of the transport features in Figure 5
and hence the determination of the relatively small energy scales such as δU,
J, and δ. The nonzero value of δ determined from our analysis suggests, on
the other hand, that the subband degeneracy is broken in a nanotube quantum
dot. The exact value of δ is expected to vary randomly in different nanotube
devices depending on the boundary conditions at the nanotube-metal interface
(48). Extensive analyses of the shell-filling model with J/, δU/ and U/
shown in Figure 6 indicate, however, that the four-electron periodicity should
be preserved in approximately 70% of these nanotube devices, providing an
explanation for the robust four-electron periodicity for nanotube devices with
Gavg ∼ 1–2 e2 /h.

DEVICES WITH NEARLY TRANSPARENT CONTACTS:
ELECTRONIC FABRY-PEROT RESONATORS
When either or both tunnel junctions of a nanotube device have a conductance
Gavg > G0 , the charge on the dot is subject to quantum fluctuations. In this
regime, the behavior of nanotube devices cannot be explained by the Coulomb
blockade picture. We now turn to a detailed analysis of the transport data in this
regime, concentrating on metallic nanotube devices with room-temperature resistances below 15 k corresponding to Gavg > 2G0 . For these large conductance devices, charge discreteness is essentially lost, suppressing the Coulomb
gap. Nevertheless, features arising from energy quantization are still retained,
albeit significantly broadened in energy, as expected from the relatively short residence times of the electrons on the nanotube before escaping into the external
electrodes.
Figure 7 shows a dI/dV-Vg plot near V = 0 obtained from a representative
nanotube device at a temperature of 4.2 K (30). The length of the nanotube segment (L) between two electrodes was ∼220 nm as determined by AFM. Below
T = 10 K, the device exhibits pronounced dI/dV oscillations that are quasiperiodic in Vg with Gavg ∼ 3.2 e2 /h. Figure 8 (see color insert) shows a twodimensional dI/dV plot as a function of V and Vg obtained from a nanotube device
with L = ∼530 nm. The dips in dI/dV appear as dark lines in Figure 8. The positions of the dI/dV dips evolve smoothly as V and Vg change, forming a mesh of
crisscrossing dark lines. The conductance behavior of a device with Gavg ∼ 2G0 –
3G0 does not change substantially, as the temperature was varied from 4 K down to
100 mK.
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate several characteristics shared by all nanotube devices
with Gavg in the range of 2 to 3 e2 /h (30, 31, 33). In these devices, dI/dV remains
above e2 /h irrespective of V, Vg , and T, indicating that the electrical behavior of
these nanotube devices is distinct from those in the Coulomb-blockade regime
(22, 23, 25, 28, 29, 32, 35, 53). In addition, the dI/dV dips are typically more
pronounced than dI/dV peaks, as demonstrated by dominant dark lines in Figure 8.
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Figure 7 Plot of dI/dV at V = 0 as a function of Vg obtained from a 220-nm-long
nanotube device with Gavg ∼ 3.2 e2 /h. The data are obtained at T = 1.5 K. The dotted
curve shows a sinusoidal function with the same average period as the measured data.
Comparison of these two plots demonstrates that the measured data is quasi-periodic
in Vg .

Most importantly, the V and Vg spacing between adjacent dark lines increased as
L decreased. This last behavior is best quantified by the bias voltage (Vc ) at the
crossing point between adjacent left- and right-sloped dark lines: Inspection of
Figure 8 shows that Vc for the 530-nm device is ∼3.5 mV. The inset in Figure 8
shows the Vc -L−1 plot obtained from seven different devices where Vc can be
unambiguously determined, and it clearly demonstrates the linear relationship
between Vc and L−1 .
As discussed previously, metallic SWNTs behave as one-dimensional ballistic
conductors where the current is carried by two spin-degenerate one-dimensional
transport modes with linear dispersion (Figures 6 and 9b) (22, 23, 25, 28, 52–57).
The maximum dI/dV value near-zero bias expected for a SWNT device is therefore
4e2 /h, obtained only when electrons pass through the nanotube-metal interfaces
without reflection (52, 59). The mean conductance values in Figures 7 and 8
are smaller than this theoretical maximum, indicating the occurrence of electron
scattering in the nanotube devices. The linear relationship between Vc and L−1 in
the inset of Figure 8 nevertheless provides experimental evidence that the electron
scattering occurs mostly at the nanotube-metal interface and that electrons pass
through the nanotube ballistically (30).
This picture of interfacial electron scattering coupled with ballistic electron
transport within the nanotube suggests that the nanotube device characteristics are
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Figure 9 (a) Schematic diagram of a nanotube device with nearly transparent contacts. The diagram illustrates the multiple electron reflection that gives rise to the
observed interference pattern. (b) Diagram of the band dispersion relation of a metallic
single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) near a band-crossing point. In SWNTs, electronic states near two Fermi points located at K = k0 and K = −k0 contribute to
the electrical conduction. The diagram shown here depicts only the band dispersion
relation near K for clarity. The thick lines represent the electron filling in each band.
The diagram shows the effect of Vg on the electron filling in SWNTs when V is zero.
(c) Diagram that defines the S matrices SL , SN , SR , and ST .
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determined by quantum interference between electron waves multiply reflected
between two nanotube-metal interfaces, analogous to light transmission in an
optical Fabry-Perot cavity (60). Figures 7 and 8 show that dI/dV oscillates as
a function of Vg and V, and the oscillation period exhibits an inverse dependence
on the nanotube length. Because Vg modulates the Fermi-level position in the nanotube and hence changes the Fermi wave number (2π /wavelength) k for electrons,
the observed dI/dV oscillations can be attributed to the change in k, just as in the
case of transmitted intensity oscillations in an optical cavity.
The observed electron-wave interference can be understood quantitatively based
on a theoretical model shown schematically in Figure 9. In this model based on the
multichannel Landauer-Büttiker formalism (59, 61–63), the nanotube is considered a coherent electron waveguide with two propagating modes, and the electron
scattering is modeled by 4 × 4 scattering (S) matrices at each interface, SL and
SR . Following previous theoretical studies (52, 53), the electron scattering between
the two modes inside the nanotube is ignored, and the phase accumulation during
electron propagation is represented by a diagonal 4 × 4 matrix, SN . Transportmode coupling can still occur through the electron scattering at the interfaces,
and the matrix elements of SL and SR represent not only the electron transmission and reflection within the same transport modes but also the transport-mode
coupling (30).
One important difference between the nanotube electron cavity and a simple
single-mode optical cavity arises from the fact that the two propagating modes
in SWNTs are characterized by different wave vectors, k1 and k2 , as shown in
Figure 9b (52, 53). In an isolated neutral SWNT, k1 and k2 are the same and
they are both given by k0 (k0 = 8.44 nm−1 ). In our nanotube devices, however, k1 and k2 are in general different owing to the linear band dispersion in
SWNTs, and the difference between k1 and k2 grows linearly as the Fermi level
is shifted by Vg . Consequently, electrons in the two propagating modes acquire
different phase shifts as they traverse the nanotube, which are represented by
the diagonal matrix elements of SN . The phase change as a function of electron
energy is responsible for the interference patterns as a function of V and Vg in
Figures 7 and 8.
The overall conductance behavior of a nanotube device can be calculated once
the device S matrix ST is obtained from SL , SR , and SN by matrix combination (59, 61–63). Specifically, in the zero-temperature limit, dI/dV as a function of V and Vg in a nanotube device is related to the matrix elements of ST
as (30)
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In this formula, til,jr represents matrix elements of ST , vF is the Fermi velocity
inside the nanotube (vF ∼ 8 × 105 m/s), and CL is the capacitance per unit length
of a nanotube. This formula specifies not only the linear-response behavior of a
nanotube device but also its nonlinear response upon the application of a bias
voltage. Although the above formula is derived for the zero-temperature limit,
it can still be used to fit the data in Figure 8 because the observed conductance
behavior did not change as the temperature was lowered from 4 K down to 100 mK.
This observation indicates that thermal smearing played little role in determining
the transport properties.
The result of the theoretical fit for the 220-nm nanotube device is presented in
Figure 10 (see color insert) along with the experimental data. In this theoretical fit,
the matrix elements of SL and SR , which represent the transmission and reflection
coefficients at each nanotube-metal interface including the phase shifts, are used
as fitting parameters. Figure 10 clearly shows that the theoretical fit accounts for
the major features in the data satisfactorily. Although they are not shown, the calculations reproduce experimental data from other devices as well. One of the most
important successes of the model is that it explains the energy scale of the observed
dI/dV oscillations (represented by eVc ) without any adjustable parameters. As
shown in Figure 9, two transport bands in SWNTs have E-k slopes with equal magnitude and opposite sign. This band structure guarantees that whenever the Fermilevel change causes a round-trip phase shift of +2π in one mode, the other mode
acquires a phase shift of −2π. The value of Vc can therefore be obtained by setting
the round-trip phase shift 2LeVc /(hν F ) equal to 2π . Figure 8 (inset) shows a solid
line obtained from this expression along with experimental data, illustrating that
the theoretical model explains experimental Vc values very well without any adjustable parameters.
Inspection of the fitting parameters obtained from the theoretical model shows
that the pronounced dI/dV dips cannot be reproduced without the intermode coupling at the interface, especially when the average conductance of the device is
above 3 e2 /h as in Figure 10. This observation strongly suggests that the transportmode coupling at the nanotube-metal interface is important in our device geometry.
It should also be noted, however, that several features in the experimental data remain unexplained by the theoretical model. Most notably, Figure 7 shows that the
magnitudes of the observed dI/dV dips are not uniform and show variations on the
order of 0.1 e2 /h as Vg is varied. Moreover, Figure 8 shows that this variation leads
to superstructures in the two-dimensional plot that are not periodic in Vg . These
observations may indicate the possible effects of disorder on electron propagation in the nanotube. This disorder is likely to arise from the underlying substrate
or at the interface because intrinsic nanotube defects change electron transport
properties much more drastically (29). Figure 8 also shows that the magnitudes
of dI/dV modulations diminish as |V | is increased. This observation suggests the
occurrence of heating or dephasing when the electron energy distribution deviates
from equilibrium. The dephasing may arise from the fact that the nanotube-metal
interface is not abrupt and instead spans many atoms.
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CONCLUSION
We have utilized transport spectroscopy to study nanotube transistors with a wide
range of conductance values, and have found the strength of the coupling to the
leads has a profound influence on the device behavior. Low conductance devices
with weak tunnel coupling display a Coulomb gap in their I–V characteristics,
consistent with single-electron tunneling. Detailed analysis of the data in this
regime provides insight into the one-dimensional nature of the discrete electronic
states in nanotubes.
Devices with an intermediate coupling strength exhibit a number of novel
physical phenomena, including a fourfold periodicity for electron addition energies, Kondo resonance, and inelastic cotunneling. Analysis of transport data
from devices in this regime provides information about the electronic states in
nanotubes, including the Hartree-Fock parameters describing the exchange interaction in nanotubes—the first time such information has been obtained for a
chemically derived nanostructure. These results demonstrate the utility of transport experiments in understanding the behavior of electrons confined in chemically
derived nanostructures.
Finally, for devices with strong tunnel coupling, the discreteness of charge
becomes lost owing to quantum fluctuation in the number of electrons on the dots,
thereby suppressing the Coulomb gap. However, features arising from the interference of electron waves reflecting off the nanotube-metal interface give rise
to conductance oscillations, analogous to the oscillations in transmission of light
through a Fabry-Perot optical cavity as the wavelength of the incident light is
tuned. These conductance oscillations provide a vivid demonstration of ballistic
and phase-coherent transport in nanotubes.
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Figure 1 (a) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) image (false color) of a single-walled
carbon nanotube grown on a degenerately doped silicon substrate. Gold alignment
marks defined by electron-beam lithography are also shown in the image. (b) AFM
image (false color) of a nanotube device. Metallic electrodes contacting the nanotube
are defined by electron-beam lithography.

Figure 2 Plots of dI/dV as a function of V and Vg obtained from six representative
devices at a temperature of 1.5 K. Bright colors represent higher conductance
regions in every plot. The bar graphs on the right show the Vg-averaged conductance
of each device. The inset shows a schematic diagram of a nanotube device.
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Figure 3 Plot of dI/dV as a function of V and Vg obtained from a nanotube device
with G << G0 at T = 1.5 K. Here, white color corresponds to 0, and the darkest color
corresponds to 0.5 e2/h. The underlying diagrams illustrate the alignments between
the discrete quantum levels in a nanotube dot and the metal Fermi level at the V-Vg
position denoted by each colored circle. In the figure, U represents the charging
energy (U = e2/C), and ∆E represent the quantum level spacing.

Figure 4 Plot of dI/dV at V = 0 as a function of Vg obtained from a nanotube device
with Gavg ~ e2/h. Red and blue traces are obtained at T = 1.5 K and 9.5 K, respectively. The shaded square denotes a cluster of four conductance peaks. This repeating feature is universally observed in nanotube devices with Gavg ~ e2/h.
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Figure 5 (a) Plot of dI/dV as a function of V and Vg obtained from a nanotube
device with Gavg ~ e2/h at T = 1.5 K. Here, the white color corresponds to 0, and the
darkest color corresponds to 1.5 e2/h. The sloped white dashed lines delineate the
conductance-gap regions that are marked by 1, 2, 3, and 4. (b) The same as in (a),
but for a different region of Vg. In both (a) and (b), the diagrams show the electronic configurations at the positions marked by numbered dots. Blue and yellow dots
indicate the transport features arising from the ground and excited electronic states
of the nanotube quantum dot, respectively.

Figure 8 Plot of dI/dV as a function of V and Vg obtained from a 530-nm-long nanotube device with nearly transparent contacts. Here dark color corresponds to
1.5 e2/h, and white color corresponds to 3.3 e2/h. The data are obtained at T = 4 K.
The white arrow marks the bias voltage value (Vc) at which adjacent positively and
negatively sloped lines intersect. The inset shows the values of Vc obtained from 7
devices plotted against the inverse nanotube length (L–1).
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Figure 10 Calculated (left, shown in red) and measured (right, shown in blue) dI/dV
plots as a function of V and Vg for a 220-nm SWNT device. These plots have been
shifted in Vg for easy comparison. In both plots, dark color corresponds to 2.9 e2/h
and white color corresponds to 3.2 e2/h.
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